
3.  
Bullions galore
The crochet bullion is possibly my favourite freeform stitch, guaranteed

to produce the wow effect every time over and above any other stitch I

know. Bullions are beautiful, versatile, always interesting and, once

mastered, relatively easy. However, crochet bullion stitch does require

practice and patience when starting out. It took me many hours of

practice to become proficient but it’s been well worth the effort. Believe

it or not, once you have mastered the technique you’ll love working

with bullions too.

For the beginner I suggest working directly onto a pre-made patch so

that you have something to hold on to as you’re working out the

technique.

Variations when working directly onto fabric:

b Work along any edge varying the stitch height.

b When working scallops (see Chapter 2) substitute a round of

ordinary stitches like dc (US sc) or tr (US dc) with bullions—the

same applies to shells (see Chapter 2).

b Substitute ordinary stitches like dc (US sc) or tr (US dc) with

bullions.

As you become more proficient, make your bullion patches separately—

off a chain, in the round, odd-shaped or spiralled are but a few

combination examples for you to try.

I find Tunisian hooks with their smooth shafts ideal for working

bullions of all sizes. Also, though they are not absolutely necessary, ‘on

the roll hooks’, which have a longer than usual shaft, are useful and can

be purchased in any good craft store. 
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Tips 
b Always work with right side facing.

b It is better to use smooth yarns that don’t split too easily.

b When drawing through all wrapped loops, use your left thumb to

separate each loop on the hook, then slip your hook under each

loop until 2 remain, yoh and draw through both loops. 

WORKING DIRECTLY ONTO FABRIC
1st Bullion: choose a straight edge on a pre-made patch and with right

side facing join in yarn and make a number of ch needed for height of

st (e.g. 3 ch), *wind yarn evenly around hook several times (e.g. 5 or 6)*,

insert hook into same st as beginning ch, **yoh and draw up a loop

(even to the height of the bullion you are about to make) and draw

through all loops until 2 loops remain, yoh and draw through last 2

loops**—bullion made.

2nd and subsequent bullions: repeat from * to *, this time insert hook

into st or sp close to first bullion, and repeat from ** to **.
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bullion on
existing patch
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WORKING ALONG A CHAIN
Make this bullion patch separately then join to pre-made patch, or use

the motif itself as a starter patch. 

Make the number of ch required for length of patch plus one (e.g. 10 ch

+ 1 ch = 11 ch).

Row 1: (wrong side) turn, dc (US sc) into 2nd ch from hook and in each

ch across—10 dc (US sc).

Row 2: (right side) 3 ch, turn, work bullion st into each dc (US sc)

across—10 bullions.

Row 3: (wrong side) 1 ch, turn, dc (US sc) in each bullions st across—

10 dc (US sc).

Repeat Rows 2 and 3 to desired size.

Any number of rows can be made in this way. Try changing colours and

textures (uniformly or randomly), or work a number of trebles and

bullions (e.g. 2 tr [US dc], 2 bullions) in a row for variation.
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Bullions in the round
Make these bullions separately and join with a slip seam (see special

instruction in Chapter 2) to a pre-made patch, to fill an appropriate size

space, or use the motif itself as a starter patch.

BULLION IN THE ROUND 1
3 ch, join with ss to form a ring, 3 ch (or number required for bullion

height), work as many bullions as required to keep motif flat, join with

ss to the first bullion (skipping beginning 3 ch).

bullion circle
with 3 ch centre
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Variations
b Alternate the colours (two or more) for each bullion.

b Use a mixture of trebles and bullions, for example, textured tr (US

dc), smooth bullion.

bullion & tr circle
with 3 ch centre
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BULLION IN THE ROUND 2
3 ch, join with ss to form a ring.

Round 1: 1 ch, work 8 dc (US sc) into ring.

Round 2: 3 ch (or number required for bullion height), work 2 bullions

into each dc (US sc) around, join with ss in first bullion (skipping

beginning 3 ch).

bullion circle
with dc centre

bullion & tr circle
with dc centre
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Variations
b Finish off after Round 1 and change colour for Round 2. 

b Use tr (US dc) or htr (US hdc) in round 1 instead of dc (US sc).

b Alternate the colours in Round 2, for example, one black, one

white.

b Use a combination of trebles and bullions, for example, textured tr

(US dc), smooth bullion.

Odd-shaped bullions
Use your imagination here, for the possibilities are endless.
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OVAL BULLIONS
Make a number of ch, dc (US sc) in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch to

last ch, 3 dc (US sc) in last ch.

Continue by working the unused loops of the row just made, working

dc (US sc) in each loop to last unused loop, 2 more dc (US sc) in unused

loop of first dc (US sc), join with ss to first dc (US sc), 3 ch, work

bullions into each dc (US sc) around, remembering to allow for the turn

by working extra bullions in the end dc (US sc) on each side. 

Variations
b Change colour for centre.

b Alternate colours for each bullion.

b Taper the bullion size, for example, start with a 3-wrap bullion and

increase to 8 to 10 wraps to the turn, then taper back down to 3

wraps on the other side.

odd shaped bullion 1

odd shaped bullion 2
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